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Sir,
This is in response to the special article “Hanuman Complex
and its Resolution: An illustration of Psychotherapy from
Indian mythology”, written by Professor N.N. Wig.
Prof. Wig, Country’s most revered mental-health expert,
believes that the Indian (Hindu) mythology is “one of the
richest mythologies in the world… and for better practice
in psychiatry, we must make more use of the rich Indian
Philosophy and religious traditions …”. To substantiate his
belief, Prof. Wig narrates a story from Ramayana wherein
Hanuman’s forgotten powers are restored by Jambavan
and calls it “Hanuman Complex”.
The divine message imparted by Jambvan to liberate
Hanuman of the curse by a rishi and to remind him of his
divine powers in a hurriedly called meeting, considered an
appropriate forum for a great cause, springs from an
intention of securing Sita’s release from the clutches of
Ravana. This situation cannot be used in therapeutic
interventions even symbolically because:
1. Hanuman was energized into action to help their master
Lord Rama and not for the personal growth and
development of Hanuman himself (a central feature of
psychotherapy)
2. Hanuman possessed divine powers bestowed on him
by the celestial gods and those were not the qualities of
an ordinary human being and thus cannot be equated in
psychotherapeutic situations.
3. Hanuman had forgotten his real strength because of a
rishi’s curse for his mischiefs (misdeeds) and not
because of his sickness. Do we wish to convey an
already guilt-ridden patient that his misfortune was
because of his misdeeds of the past.
No such psychotherapy could be of any help to a
psychologically disturbed individual.
The social life of Hindus in theory is regulated by the books,
which are essentially the collection of religious percepts
having acquired official and social sanction during the course
of times (Senart, 1975). The Germen sociologist, Max
Weber (1864 – 1920) in his book, “The Religions of India”
observes that religion would greatly hamper the growth of
the scientific spirit in India (Risley, 1969). How correct he
proved in his forecast when we see that religious thinking
only vexes plan processes, it pollutes scientific thinking more
shamelessly than ever.
Dr. Wig’s article is a testimony to the fact that religious
books, like Gita, Ramayana etc. are final, immutable or
eternal. Exactly opposite is true of the books on science;
there is nothing final about them. Unless, they get out of
date, science cannot grow to reach from truth to larger
truth, from insight to deeper and penetrating insight. The
moment one begins to question, he ceases to be a man of
religion; and the moment one stops questioning, he ceases
to be a man of science.
Instead of critically re-evaluating the authenticity of these
scripture insertions, our scholars are busy writing page after
page in the glory of these doctrines as if they are the
panacea for all human sufferings. The inability of Indian
Intelligentsia to integrate new and vital impulses from the
developed world is matched by an alarming belief in its
own omniscience.
Prof. Wig also refers to Hanuman Balaji’s temple in
Rajasthan for the treatment of the mentally ill of all kind.
Has Prof. Wig forgotten the Erawadi Shrine treating
mentally ill of all kind in a similar way as Balaji’s temple is
treating. The treatment accorded there had shocked the
whole nation. The tragedy of Erawadi is still fresh in the
minds of the people.
The society in which Prof. Wig is trying to peddle patented
divinity, by orchestrating it amidst temple rituals and
mythological stories, is a house divided into believers and
non-believers, knowers and the ignorant, masters and the
servants, clean and the untouchables… Behind the smoke
screen of faith, manipulated by vacillating mythological
warrants, our scholars are busy to enshrine a fossilized divine
knowledge of their own self-serving image.
I feel that Indian mythology is not relevant to the practice
of modern psychiatry. Knowledge and divinity are antithetic
to each other. The control mechanisms for divinity and its
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social inputs like, “curse,” “rebirth” etc is faith by which
manipulated vision is directed away from verifiable truth.
It is time we look into the mirror of reality and start living in
the present, based on current achievements of science,
technology, philosophy and thought. Let us stop shouting
like jackals that my father was a king.
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Reply :
Sir,
I have known Professor. R.C. Jiloha for a long time as a
friend and colleague. I have often admired his independent
views though I may not always agree with him. I would not
like to enter into any lengthy argument with him about his
views about my article. I would however like to make one
clarification. I certainly had no intention to glorify any specific
culture as he thinks. My article is essentially a plea to use
culturally relevant story material for psychotherapy in India.
I have given example of Hanuman’s story from Ramayana
because most of the people are very familiar with it but I
am sure, other locally relevant stories or fables from
different regional cultures can be equally well used in
psychotherapy.
N.N. Wig, Professor Emeritus Psychiatry, PGIMER,
Chandigarh, 279 Sector 6 Panchkula 134 109, Haryana,
India. Email : nnwig@glide.net.in
Sir,
I have read your editorial Some Thoughts on Sexualities
Research in India with much interest. I heartily welcome
your suggestion to focus on sexuality studies in Indian
Psychiatry. Recent works (Foucault 1978, 1985 & 1986;
Davidson 2001) have convincingly argued that sexuality is
a construction and some have critically doubted the biological
basis of sex (Harrison & Hood-williams 2002). So, in
relation to your proposal, I would like to add that, sexuality
studies in Indian Psychiatry from the very beginning needs
to be interdisciplinary, involving human sciences to
overcome the bias of scientific determinism. To exemplify,
I am sharing some of my ideas gathered from my past
research, which focus on the issue of homosexuality and
the psychiatric community in India.
While working through the history of modern medicine in
India one can hardly avoid noticing that our self-definitions
of being modern are always characterized with a lack.
Whenever we have tried to describe our modern medical
practices, the narrative always mapped our distance with
the ‘advanced’ and ‘developed’. So it is not much surprising
that, when the American Psychiatric Association (hereafter
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APA) deleted homosexuality from the category of mental
disorders in 1973, nothing happened here! Perhaps, the
psychiatrists assumed it to be another of the ‘advances’
waiting to be adopted later and felt safe to keep quiet. When
the psychiatric community was debating around the issue
globally, we did not show any involvement! It is not that
nothing was being written on homosexuality since the
inception of Indian Psychiatric Society (hereafter IPS) in
1947. But I could not find any article or editorial, even after
the historic decision of APA in 1973, which has questioned
the validity of homosexual orientation as a disease category
or raised a debate on the issue. Somehow, we have allowed
the disease concept to exist in our psychiatric culture.
In 1994-95 when I was working with the emerging male
homosexual and bisexual support groups in a research
project, I realised that let alone homosexuality, there is no
discussion on sexuality and gender in the post-graduate
training programmes offered in our country. While
presenting my research in the ANCIPS 1996 (Base 1999),
I also discovered that besides students, their teachers and
practicing psychiatrists were interpreting ‘sex’ and ‘gender’
synonymously! May be, few people in the audience knew
about the APA decision, but all kept quiet about how should
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